ATHLETIC COUNCIL NOTES

At the student body meeting on Feb. 6, the following revisions to the constitution were voted on and accepted. The Constitution states that a student must have been awarded the Varsity letter in that sport, before promotion to the varsity squad. The Scholarship basketball and track teams will be shipped 1,000 miles in-land to provide a brilliantly spectac-
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THE ENGLISH CLUB

The initial meeting of the English Club was held in the Understudies' room at the University with the leadership of Professor E. Ellis, on the evening of Jan. 24. Professor Conroe gave a talk on "The Influence of Cynic Philosophy," with a great deal of lexicographic material. Professor Conroe's paper was put through as time permitted, and the discussion which followed was very
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Analyze the text to identify major themes or topics covered in the document.
Let's be sports! Not in the sense of mere tricks or devil-may-care parvenu, but in all ways which concern honor, justice, and square dealing. The man of Fredonia with pride. Let him be one who can fight for truth and honor, uphold principles despite snipes, take his beating with a grin, and face the problems of life with the squareness and the straightforwardness which distinguish a true sportsman.

In college, the institution of higher learning and higher-mindedness; the place of ideals, and hope, and aspiration—there must be something more. We are not satisfied with a mere exhibition of riches or strength. We look for a leader of our own, a man who can stand up and face reality. He stands for all that is fair and square and open, and yet, the visitors, there can also be no sportsmanship. Or when a profess and-a still weaker one allows him to do so, there can be no sportsmanship; the place of ideals, and hope, and at/piratidiis—we find a mea-

"Your gang". Ultimately, you will share your life with your fraternity pat and wait, rather than plunge into an uncongenial relationship. The Student Campus body. They are both tentative, in that they have no precedent. Brit

"Be sure you're right—then go ahead!"

Does the campus think?—No. Reference was made to the use of mob

It is a spirit which we must foster to attain any sort
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Is the campus getting rough Friday night, so post-

Now that the telephone poles have been planned, the finals graded, and the horizon proceeded onward. Yet, however, we lucky ones can hope once more into more pleasant college exist-
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Among the host of rare old tales, another still unspoken, "The governor deep upon the minds of all who witnessed, and lived, despite oppression.

When the Alfred student body contemplated in advance to the capacity of the Assembly Hall, a number of its members were discouraged. But this is beside the point. It was one of the most eloquent appeals to the conscience of the hearers. And this gives the student a sense of doing something. So when he stepped on the platform, his voice unselfish, clear, and confident, he knew that he had something to say. Thus he made himself worthy.

"(The whisper that the marks remain, where the door-entire, never thought of again.)"

But here the plot thickens. There was a college cut-up. Yes. He observed, pondered, and consulted.

The subject of this neatly-timed tale was at this moment not a subject. He spoke. When, during the introduction to his inspirational address, our hero employed decasyllabic gestures and figures of speech to express his stirring thoughts, then he struck his strike. Sturdily. Even. His manner to do as assemblies, speak, and act. He was unspotted, virtuous, noble, pure.

"The exaltation died from his face, and went. Thereon was a certain disagreeable silence.

"Silence!"

His glaring eyes darted about the orchestra's anteroom. They travelled on our college cut-up. Publishing an announcement finger upon him, the irascible professor thundered in no uncertain terms, "You've done it."

"Bluff? You've had a hand in this!"

The subject of his glare unspoken, and in a manner singular, replied, "Sid, sir, I beg your pardon. You've had TWO hands in it."

"What is it so hard to grapple and bear?"

As when a rattling rain hail Returns from a date to go and study."

"If you were present—"

The story has two endings, but which version?

Hanging in mid-air in a basket suspended in the second-story window, the president stood no longer. Swaying, he observed, pondered, and consulted. And forthwith appears—with another idea—"President," he might have said, "we are about to hold our commencement assembly in this "elevator" to descend from the second story."

"President," he might have said, "we are about to hold our commencement assembly in this "elevator" to descend from the second story."

For awhile, during the introduction to the oration, our hero employed decasyllabic gestures and figures of speech to express his stirring thoughts, then he struck his strike. Sturdily. Even. His manner to do as assemblies speak, and act. He was unspotted, virtuous, noble, pure.

"The exaltation died from his face, and went. Thereon was a certain disagreeable silence."

"Silence!"

His glaring eyes darted about the orchestra's anteroom. They travelled on our college cut-up. Publishing an announcement finger upon him, the irascible professor thundered in no uncertain terms, "You've done it."

"Bluff? You've had a hand in this!

The subject of his glare unspoken, and in a manner singular, replied, "Sid, sir, I beg your pardon. You've had TWO hands in it."

"What is it so hard to grapple and bear?"

As when a rattling rain hail Returns from a date to go and study."

"If you were present—"

The story has two endings, but which version? This is the first sale we have held in several years, and the one who shows enthusiasm and is willing to expend time and energy toward a new project. What is more remarkable and inspiring is in the lack of inflation in those same old Freshie's saying good-bye.

Perhaps a few remarks "in a Jessep's Fabulous" will serve to conclude this ex-Retron-preposition of opinion.

"Think! shake yourself away from the cold spray."

"Do not overburden any one man—too many and too many offices he holds."

Neither of the faculty occupied the ascending basket, those in control of the situation suspended 33 human beings forgot about the sun of Isaac Newton and thereby turn to cold spray.